HOW Can I Be Amazed by Math @ GS?
George School offers a variety of math classes and pathways, which meet you where you are and take you as far as you want to go. Our program structure allows students to complete more than one level in an academic year. It’s all part of developing the numerical acumen needed in a complex world.

Those wanting an extensive math challenge can take IB Higher Level Math: Analysis or AP Calculus BC. If you want to specialize even further, we have courses covering topics such as linear algebra, discrete mathematics, number theory, and artificial intelligence.

But math at GS isn’t limited to the classroom. Members of our Math Team not only do the math; they do it justice. Routinely shining in interscholastic tournaments, they demonstrate the potential of problem-solving, the elegance of reasoning, and the excitement that’s possible with math. Our math team has competed at the Purple Comet competition (800+ teams worldwide) and the Philadelphia Math League with outstanding results.

AT GS, WE BELIEVE IN THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF MATH. YOU’LL LEARN TO THINK LOGICALLY, IMAGINATIVELY, AND ANALYTICALLY WHILE ACQUIRING SKILLS APPLICABLE TO ALL SUBJECTS AND LIFE.

Learn to let your life speak at George School.